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I.

Creating an account
A.
Download and open KINDOO on your app store, press “Sign Up” in order
to create your account

B.

Fill in the info needed and press “SIGN UP”
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C.

Go to your e-mail to verify your account

D.

Click on “Verify Email” and then “ACTIVATE MY ACCOUNT”
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II.

LOG IN
Open the KINDOO app, enter your credentials and press “LOG IN”

III. Creating an site of type D
A.

The first LOG IN will redirect to the site creation, name your site and
press “Next”
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B.

Select the site type and press “Next” (Type D for this example)

C.

Select a partner if applicable and press “Next”
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D.
Press “SAVE” and your site will appear in the home page as seen in the
below pictures

IV. Adding a KIN of type D
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type D site, EXAMPLE in this case, then
press “KINS”
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B.

Press “ADD KIN”, hold your phone close to the KIN and press “OK”

C.

Name your KIN and press “Next”
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D.
Press “Calibrate” if needed and follow instructions then press “Next” or
press “Skip”

E.

Manage preferred settings and press “Next”
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F.
Select preferred quick settings or press “Customize your own settings”
for advanced settings in order to manually configure commands

G.

Enter desired Success or Denied message if needed then press “SAVE”
Press “OK” to finalize
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V.

Add a USER in a type D site
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type D site, “EXAMPLE” in this case, then
press “USERS”

B.

Press “ADD USER”
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C.
Enter full email of user you wish to add, select the type of that user i.e.
(Guest/manager/admin) then press “SAVE”

D.
Press “YES” if you want to define access rights for that user, and “NO” if
not, in this example we will consider you pressed “YES”
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E.

Select the preferred option and adequate KIN you wish to give access to

Apply to a KIN: Define access for a single KIN
Apply to a group of KINS: Define access for a TAG (a Tag is a group of KINs)
Apply to all KINS: Define access to all KINS in that site

Define access rights:
-ALWAYS: can access at any time
-WEEKLY: for example, every Monday from 1pm to 5pm and every Thursday
from 10am to 3 pm
-FROM-TO: for example, from January 3rd 2017, 10:00 am to January 10th
2017, 10:00am
-ACCESS SCHEDULE: predefined set of access rights
press “Next” then “SAVE”
F.
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VI. Revoke/Edit access rights of a USER in a type D site
A.

Press “Manage” on the desired Type D site, EXAMPLE in this case
Press on “USERS”
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B.
Press on “Manage” next to the name of the user you wish to Revoke/Edit
access rights

C.
Press the big Red Circle, top right corner, to revoke from site
Press the small red circle to revoke access to corresponding KIN
Press “ADD” to give access to other KIN(s)
Press “LOGS” to check logs activity
You can also change the type of the USER, “Guest” in this example
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VII. Edit a type D site
A.

Press “Manage” on the desired Type D site, EXAMPLE in this case
Press on “SETTINGS”
NB: To exit the site press “Remove”, leaving as the last administrator
will revoke all users and reset all KINS

B.

Press on the section you would like to modify where:
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1.

Payment Method: Select to enter/edit payment details

2.

Number of Allowed Users: Select to modify number of allowed USERS

3.
Group of KINS: Select to create a Tag of KINS you can use when
adding/editing a user, enter tag name and select KINS you want to add to it
4.

Access schedules: Select to create an access schedule you can use when
adding/editing a user’s LIST OF RULES and enter preferred timings

5.

Edit site name: Modify site name

6.

KINDOO Partner: Enter partner name if applicable

7.
Brand your site: Upload and image that would be advertised anytime a
user takes action

VIII.Edit a KIN D
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type D site, “EXAMPLE” in this case then
press “KINS”
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B.
The list of available KIN(s) will appear, “KIND-EXAMPLE” in the
EXAMPLE site as shown below where you can access the KIN’s Access rights or
settings

C.

ACCESS RIGHTS
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D.

1.

Press “ADD” to add USERS from the site to the KIN

2.

The red circle to the right of the USER will revoke access on this KIN

3.

Press “LOGS” to check the logs for that KIN

KIN SETTINGS, You can reset the KIN or edit any of the preferences for it
N.B: To calibrate you need to be close to the corresponding KIN
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IX. Creating an site of type W
A.

The first Log In will redirect to the site creation, name your site and
press “Next”

B.

Select the site type and press “NEXT” (Type W for this example)
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C.

Select a partner if applicable and press “Next”

D.
Select preferred protocol, you can add more by pressing “ADD
ANOTHER FORMAT” as we will do in this example
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E.
For Cansec 37 you will need to enter the Facility code which should be
between 1 and 32767 or an error message will appear as shown below and
press “SAVE”

F.
Your site of type W will appear in the home page in dark green as seen
below “EXAMPLE W”
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G.
This site type need approval from Cansec or Kindoo so by pressing on
the site “EXAMPLE W” some fields might be inactive
To check approvals status, on the desired type W site, press “Manage” ->
“SETTINGS” -> “Wiegand format” as show below

H.

Once approved, fields will be active and your site will be ready for setup
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X.

Adding a KIN of type W
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type W site, “EXAMPLE W” in this case,
then press “KINS”

B.

Press “ADD KIN”, hold your phone close to the KIN and press “OK”
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C.

Name your KIN and press “Next”

D.
Press “Calibrate” if needed and follow instructions then press “Next” or
press “Skip”
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E.

Manage preferred settings and press “Next”

F.

Select preferred KIN action and press “Next”
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G.

Press “SET UP KIN” while phone is close to the kin, then press “OK”

XI. Add a USER/Allocate a digital card in a type W site
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type W site, “EXAMPLE W” in this case,
then press “USERS”
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B.

Press “ADD USER”

C.
Enter full email of user you wish to add, select the type of that user i.e.
(Guest/manager/admin) then press “SAVE”
Press “YES” if you want to add a card for that user, and “NO” if not. In this
example we will consider you pressed “YES”
N.B: If you select no, you can access the same menu by pressing on “MANAGE
CARDS” on the site menu
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D.

Press “Allocate” on the appropriate available card
N.B: You can press “PURCHASE CARDS” if none is available

E.
Enter the Facility code (should be between 1 and 255 for open
standard), also the card number and the user you wish to allocate that card to
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XII. Revoke Users/Digital Cards in a type W site
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type W site, “EXAMPLE W” in this case,
then press “USERS”

B.

Press “Manage” on the user you wish to Revoke/Edit
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C.
Press the big Red Circle, top right corner, to revoke from site
Change user type if needed
Press “Withdraw card” to reallocate it
N.B: If you have “Revoke” instead of “Withdraw card” the card can be reallocated
but on a different card number

D.
You can also press on “MANAGE CARDS” (check section A.) to check and
edit Available/Allocated/Revoked cards in the site
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XIII. Edit a type W site
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type W site, “EXAMPLE W” in this case,
then press “SETTINGS”
N.B: To exit the site press “Remove” on the required site, the last administrator
will need to reset all KINs to be able to leave and all users will be revoked

B.

Choose the section you wish to edit where:
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1.

Payment Method: Select to enter/edit payment details

2.

Edit site: Modify site name

3.

Wiegand format: Add/check status of weigand format

4.

Card transfer across devices: choose preferred transfer settings

5.

KINDOO Partner: Enter partner name if applicable

6.
Brand your site: Upload and image that would be advertised anytime a
user takes action
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XIV. Edit a KIN W
A.
Press “Manage” on the desired Type W site, “EXAMPLE W” in this case,
then press “KINS”

B.

Press “KIN SETTINGS” next to required KIN
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C.
To reset your KIN or edit any of its preferences you have to be very
close to it, except for naming your KIN or KIN action

XV. Add controller to a site
A.
Go to your sites list, and click manage on the site you want to add
controller to
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B.

Click on controllers

C.

Click on add controller
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D.
Insert the controller display name, in our case “My controller”. Then
insert the 16 characters key provided with your controller box. Then choose
the KINs that this controller is allowed to command, but make sure that the
KINs you choose are in proximity of the controller.
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E.
After saving you will be able to see the controller in your list. The dot
next to the controller’s name will indicate its status. Green means it is online.
Red means it is offline and unreachable.
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XVI. Manage your controller
A.

In your controllers list, click on manage
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B.
When in the manage page. You will be ale to reboot controller, remove
controller, rename controller and choose which KINs are controlled. If you
click on reboot, the controller will reboot and be unreachable for
approximately 60 seconds, during this time the status of you controller will be
red (offline) and you won’t be able to issue any commands to it. After
approximately 60 seconds the controller status should be green (online) and
you should be able to give commands to the controller. If you click on the trash
bin, you will be able to remove this controller from your site, this step will
allow you to add the controller to another site you own. When managing the
controlled KINs if you click on the green switch this means that the KIN is not
controlled anymore. If you click on the grey switch this means that you are
adding this KIN to the controlled KINs by the controller. After renaming your
controller or managing your controlled KINs you need to click on save.
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XVII.

Issuing a command to controlled KINs by a controller

A.
In your list of controllers click on KINs, and then click on the action
buttons
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B.
When you issue a command to a KIN through a controller, you will be
able to know each step the controller is under. Sending request to controller.
Verifying credentials. Emitting command to KIN. Success message
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XVIII.

Troubleshooting your controller

A.
In some cases you will get an error message saying Controller was not
able to find your KIN. This means that the controller is placed far from the KIN
and need to be moved closer to the KIN.

B.
In a very rare case, you might get a message saying controller request
timeout. This message means that KINDOO app has lost connection to the
server, to fix it you will need to log out and log back in
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You might get a message saying Controller not online. This message is caused
by the controller not being able to communicate with KINDOO servers. It
might be for two reasons.
1.

The controller lost power and it is turned off

2.

The controller has no internet connection

In case 1, the controller need to be physically checked.
In case 2, if after a while the internet connection was not restored, the
controller need to be physically checked
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XIX. Manage your profile
A.

Press the profile icon on the bottom right of the screen

1.

You can edit your information by selecting adequate field

2.
Manage devices and sessions: use this feature to monitor/end your
validated devices and sessions
3.
Calibrate my phone: use this feature to calibrate your phone’s
sensitivity for an optimal KINDOO experience. You will need to be nearby a
KIN to which you have access rights so that the KINDOO app can use it as
reference
4.

Become a partner: check next section

5.

Privacy policy: Kindoo general terms and conditions agreement

XX. Become a partner
A.
In profile press on “Become a partner”, first info bar will be your
account e-mail, fill in the required fields and press become a partner
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B.
Wait for confirmation, you will notice “Your request is pending
approval”

C.
Once approved, press on the “Click here to accept…to activate your
account” in red
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D.

Read the KINDOO partner agreement and press “I AGREE”
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E.
The “Become a partner” changes to “Manage partner profile” in case
you need to edit your info or brand your dealership
N.B: In Brand your dealership you upload and image that would be advertised
anytime a user takes action

